
Published in M. Darnell, ed., \Cryptography and Coding", vol. 1355 of Lecture Notes inComputer Science, pp. 155-160, Springer-Verlag, 1997.RSA-type Signatures in the Presence ofTransient FaultsMarc Joye1, Jean-Jacques Quisquater2, Feng Bao3 andRobert H. Deng31 UCL Crypto Group, Dept of Mathematics, University of LouvainChemin du Cyclotron 2, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, BelgiumEmail: joye@agel.ucl.ac.be2 UCL Crypto Group, Microelectronics Labs, University of LouvainPlace du Levant 3, B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve, BelgiumEmail: jjq@dice.ucl.ac.be3 Institute of Systems Science, National University of SingaporeKent Ridge, Singapore 119597Email: fbaofeng, dengg@iss.nus.sgAbstract. In this paper, we show that the presence of transient faultscan leak some secret information. We prove that only one faulty RSA-signature is needed to recover one bit of the secret key. Thereafter, weextend this result to Lucas-based and elliptic curve systems.Keywords. RSA, Lucas sequences, elliptic curves, transient faults.1 IntroductionAt the last Workshop on Security Protocols, Bao, Deng, Han, Jeng, Narasimhaluand Ngair from the Institute of Systems Science (Singapore) exhibited new at-tacks against several cryptosystems [2]. These attacks exploit the presence oftransient faults. By exposing a device to external constraints, one can inducesome faults with a non-negligible probability [1].In this paper, we show that these attacks are of very general nature andremain valid for cryptosystems based on other algebraic structures. We willillustrate this topic on the Lucas-based and elliptic curve cryptosystems. More-over, we will focus on the signatures generation, reducing the number of requiredsignatures for a successful attack to one.The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the RSA-type sig-nature schemes. Next, we present the basic attack in Section 3, and extend it toLucas sequences and elliptic curves. In Section 4, we give some further results.Finally, we conclude in Section 5.2 RSA-type signaturesLet n = pq be the product of two large primes. Let G be the (multiplicativelywritten) group given by the direct product of groupsG = Gp �Gq : (1)



The public veri�cation key v is chosen relatively prime to #G, and the secretsignature key s is chosen according tovs � 1 (mod #G): (2)To sign a message M 2 G, Bob computes the corresponding signatureS =Ms (3)with his secret key s. Then, he transmits the pair (M;S) to Alice. In order toverify the signature, Alice checks if Sv =M , where v is the public key of Bob.Remark. For security and e�ciency purposes, many variations of this signaturescheme were proposed ; however, since our attack does not depend on thesemodi�cations, we decided to work with this elementary model.The original RSA cryptosystem [9] works in the group G = ZZ�n (= IF�p �IF�q), the group of units of integers modulo n. It was later extended to Lucassequences by Smith and Lennon [11] to produce LUC. In this case, we have G =fVj(P; 1) = rj +r�j mod ng where r is a root of x2�Px+1 = 0. Elliptic curveswere also proposed to implement analogues of RSA. The �rst scheme, calledKMOV, was presented by Koyama, Maurer, Okamoto and Vanstone [7]. It isbased on elliptic curves of the form En(0; b) (= Ep(0; b)�Eq(0; b)) or En(a; 0) (=Ep(a; 0)�Eq(a; 0)) in order to have a message-independent group order. Anotherscheme was proposed by Demytko [5]. It has the particularity to only use the �rstcoordinate of the points of elliptic curves. It relies on the fact that an integer xmust be the x-coordinate of a �xed elliptic curve Ep(a; b) or of its twist Ep(a; b).We refer to the original papers for a complete description of these systems.3 Transient faultsWe assume that an error occurs during the computation of the signature S.More precisely, if s =Pt�1i=0 si 2i denotes the binary expansion of the secret keys, we suppose that the jth bit of s, namely sj , ips to its complementary value.Therefore, Bob will obtain the faulty signatureŜ =M ŝ (4)instead of S, where ŝ = �s+ 2j if sj = 0;s� 2j if sj = 1: (5)



3.1 Attacking the RSALet S =Ms mod n and Ŝ =M ŝ mod n be the correct and the faulty signaturescorresponding to message M , respectively. Mimicking the attack in [2], we �ndthe ipped bit of s by computingŜS �M ŝ�s � (M2j (mod n) if sj = 0;1M2j (mod n) if sj = 1: (6)However, this formulation is not optimal in signature context. Putting Eq. (6)to the v, we obtain ŜvM � ( (Mv)2j (mod n) if sj = 0;1(Mv)2j (mod n) if sj = 1: (7)So only the faulty signature Ŝ is required to recover the ipped bit. The attackcan thus be summarized as follows. The attacker randomly chooses a messageM .He computes F := Mv mod n and �j := F 2j mod n. Then, inducing a physicale�ort, he asks the device to sign messageM . If one bit of s has ipped, he easilyrecover it by comparing Ŝv=M to �j and 1=�j .3.2 Attacking LUCThe attack on LUC works similarly. The attacker chooses a random messageM . He computes F := Vv(M; 1) mod n, G := (M2 � 4)Uv(M; 1) mod n, �j :=V2j (F; 1) mod n and �j := U2j (F; 1) mod n. Now, inducing a external e�ort tothe signing device, he gets the faulty signature of message M ,Ŝ = Vŝ(M; 1) mod n:Finally, he �nds the ipped bit of s as2Vv(Ŝ; 1) � ��jM + �jG (mod n) if sj = 0;�jM � �jG (mod n) if sj = 1: (8)Proof. From the properties of Lucas sequences [3, Chapter 12], it follows that2Vv(Ŝ; 1) � 2Vv�Vŝ(M; 1); 1� � Vv(ŝ�s+s)(M; 1) � 2Vv(ŝ�s)+1(M; 1)� Vv(ŝ�s)(M; 1)V1(M; 1) +�Uv(ŝ�s)(M; 1)U1(M; 1)� Vŝ�s�Vv(M; 1); 1�M + (M2 � 4)Uv(M; 1)Uŝ�s�Vv(M; 1); 1�� Vŝ�s(F; 1)M + Uŝ�s(F; 1)G (mod n):Furthermore, since V�k(P; 1) = Vk(P; 1) and U�k(P; 1) = �Uk(P; 1), we havethe required result. utAn e�cient implementation of Lucas sequences may be found in [6]. Noticealso that the computation of �j and �j is not expensive. They can recursivelybe evaluated by��0 = F�j = �2j�1 � 2 mod n and ��0 = 1�j = �j�1�j�1 mod n : (9)



3.3 Attacking KMOVIn the KMOV system, the messages are represented as points of elliptic curves.LetM = (M1;M2) be the message being signed, and let S = [s]M and Ŝ = [ŝ]Mrespectively be the correct and the faulty signatures. We still assume that bit jof s ipped during the computation of the signature, i.e. ŝ = s� 2j .To recover this ipped bit, the attacker has just to compare [v]Ŝ �M to[ŝ� s] ([v]M). More precisely,[v]Ŝ�M = � [2j ](F1; F2) if sj = 0[2j ](F1;�F2) if sj = 1 ; (10)where (F1; F2) := [v]M.Proof. Straightforwardly, we have[v]Ŝ = [vŝ]M = [v(ŝ� s+ s)]M = [v(ŝ� s)]M+M= [ŝ� s] ([v]M) +M:Moreover, if P = (P1; P2) is a point on an elliptic curve, then its inverse is givenby �P = (P1;�P2). ut3.4 Attacking DemytkoThe Demytko's system only uses the x-coordinate of points of elliptic curves. LetM the message to be signed. This message is represented as a point M = (M; �),or equivalently M = x(M). As before, we suppose that a bit of s ipped duringthe computation of the signature. So, the resulting signature is Ŝ, which isrepresented by Ŝ = (Ŝ; �).It is useful to introduce some notation. Let P = (x; y) be a point of anelliptic curve and let Q = [k]P. Using division polynomials [8, Chapter II], wecan compute x(Q) = x([k]P) and y(Q)= y(P) = y([k]P)= y(P) from the onlyknowledge of x = x(P) [8, Theorem 2.1]. These latter functions will respectivelybe denoted Xk(x) and Yk(x).To recover the ipped bit of s, the attacker computes F := x([v]M) = Xv(M),G := y([v]M)= y(M) = Yv(M), H := M3 + aM + b mod n, �j := X2j (F ) and�j := Y2j (F ). Then,Xv(Ŝ) +M � 8<: (�jG�1)2H(�j�M)2 � �j (mod n) if sj = 0,(�jG+1)2H(�j�M)2 � �j (mod n) if sj = 1. (11)Proof. The chord-and-tangent addition formulae on elliptic curves [10, Algo-rithm 2.3] yieldsXv(Ŝ) � x([v]Ŝ) � x ([ŝ� s]([v]M) +M)� � y([v(ŝ� s)]M)� y(M)x([v(ŝ� s)]M)� x(M)�2 � x([v(ŝ � s)]M)� x(M)



� M3 + aM + b(x ([ŝ� s]([v]M)) �M)2 �y ([ŝ� s]([v](M))y(M) � 1�2�x ([ŝ� s]([v]M))�M� H �y([ŝ�s]([v](M))y([v]M) y([v]M)y(M) � 1�2(Xŝ�s(F )�M)2 �Xŝ�s(F )�M� H�Yŝ�s(F )G� 1�2(Xŝ�s(F )�M)2 �Xŝ�s(F )�M (mod n):Hence, since X�k(x) = Xk(x) and Y�k(x) = �Yk(x), the proof is complete. ut4 Further results4.1 Generalizing the number of faulty bitsAssume that two bits of s are faulty when performing the signature of a messageM with the RSA. Then, the signature is Ŝ =M ŝ mod n, whereŝ = s� 2j � 2k: (12)As before, the attacker computes F :=Mv mod n and �j := F 2j mod n, andcompares Ŝv=M to (�j)�1(�k)�1 until a match is found. In this case, he �ndstwo bits of the secret key s.This method naturally extends to multiple faulty bits and to Lucas-basedand elliptic curve systems.4.2 Davida's attackOur attack also applies for encryption process. This can been considered as aspecial case of the Davida's attack [4]. We shall illustrate this attack on RSA,but it remains valid for Lucas-based and elliptic curve systems.Let e and d be a pair of public encryption key and secret decryption keyrelated by ed � 1 (mod lcm(p� 1; q � 1)): (13)The attacker chooses a random message M , computes the ciphertext C =Me mod n with the public key e of Bob. Then, inducing a external constraint,he asks Bob to decipher C. If Bob does so, he obtains M̂ = C d̂ mod n. Since M̂is meaningless, Bob will discard it. Suppose that the attacker can get access tothis discard and that only one bit of d is faulty, i.e. d̂ = d� 2j . So,M̂eC � ( (Ce)2j (mod n) if dj = 0;1(Ce)2j (mod n) if dj = 1: (14)
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